1) Did the mentor program training meet your expectations?

Yes: 14
No: 0
"Didn't have any expectations": 1

2) What was the most beneficial aspect of the training?

- Group discussions about potential issues
- Informal setup of the training which allows us to share great ideas
- Sharing information
- Discussions that allow us to share all our concerns and connect with the group
- Discussion/input/ideas
- Breakout session
- Shared experience, organization
- My concerns about not being able to answer all the questions asked of me were everyone else’s concerns also. Helped us learn where to get the answers
- Very interactive dialog and exchange of information
- Sharing information
- Discussions
- Questions and ensuing discussion-breakout session (needed more time)
- Learning that the mentor program is not ILLiad training
- Both materials and conversations

3) What was the least beneficial aspect of the training?

- It was all relevant (don’t have time for more but could use more)
- None, but wish the agenda had times so we could plan accordingly
- N/A
- Not yet knowing how to do some of the things in the modules, but I know what I need to cover
- Assessment breakout was helpful alleviating concerns, but maybe since we haven’t mentored yet it’s tough to have much sense of what to pre-plan to discuss
- N/A
- Still some confusion about what to expect
- N/A
Everything was beneficial
N/A
N/A
N/A
Can't think of anything. There really is not "dead weight" to eliminate
Occasional side-tracked discussions

4) On a scale of 1-10 how helpful was the Mentoring Information Management System?
   (1 being not helpful and 10 being extremely helpful)
   1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

8=4
9=2
10=6

Comments:
Not sure yet but it seems useful
Looks helpful, will let you know when I get in there to really play with it!! 😊
Looks very straightforward to use
Not sure yet
Haven't used it yet, but it seems like it will be essential
Program is well planned out

5) On a scale of 1-10 how helpful was the Administration session?
   (1 being not helpful and 10 being extremely helpful)
   1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

4=1
7=1
8=4
9=3
10=4

Comments:
Liked it all, liked understanding the relationships/roles
Helped me understand the responsibilities of the various players
6) On a scale of 1-10 how helpful was the Mentoring the Library session?
   (1 being not helpful and 10 being extremely helpful)
   1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

   7=2
   8=3
   9=3
   10=6

   Comments:
   The agenda says "Mentoring the Library Timeline" but we didn't really discuss the timeline in detail
   Very good info as to what to expect so we aren't going in cold turkey!! 😊
   Very helpful-great starting points

7) On a scale of 1-10 how helpful was the Overview of Modules?
   (1 being not helpful and 10 being extremely helpful)
   1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

   6=2
   7=2
   8=5
   9=2
   10=3

   Comments:
   Needed more time to review them
   Very nice, very thorough
   I will need to know how to do specifics
   Had hoped for more comments
   More time on modules would be helpful

8) On a scale of 1-10 how helpful was the breakout session?
   (1 being not helpful and 10 being extremely helpful)
   1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

   Did you attend the Technical session? 8

   6=1
Comments:

Needed more time

Did you attend the Application session? 6

6=1
8=3
9=1
10=2

Comments:

Very open ended—we weren’t sure what to discuss at first
Like the information sharing
I think once we get further into this we will be able to discuss more

9) On a scale of 1–10 how helpful was the Review/Case Study?
   (1 being not helpful and 10 being extremely helpful)

   1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10

6=1
7=2
8=6
9=2
10=3

Comments:

Could use more discussion about how to make things better
Wow! Great example. Very insightful
Enlightening!
A little too general

10) Please share your thoughts on future mentor program training sessions.

Maybe mentors could start discussions with others beforehand/continue afterwards through special list or wiki
Webinars on certain ILLiad modules would be great!
I look forward to all further sessions
Tech/App followup session for coordinating the different processes or to address skills gaps
Exciting effort!

11) Other comments:

I believe this will be a useful program for all mentors and mentees
Great group of people - Resource Sharing!
Congrats to all who have worked on this
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